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TNRP KAYAKING & SWIMMING 

 

 
 

 
 

Vital for the existence of life on Earth, the river provides needs for both 
organisms that live inside or outside of it. One of many ways to 
understand the significance value of the river is to go on a journey along 
the hidden gem waterways, exploring the river view of Endau-Rompin by 
kayak.Get onto the kayak and our guide will quickly brief about the tips 
before starting the leisure kayaking journey upstream with a few stops 
for the guide to share his knowledge about the interesting flora and 
fauna in Taman Negeri Rompin. Once we reach Lubuk Duit, we will have 
a stop to rest and swim in the undisturbed clear water rapid 
while enjoying the peaceful view surrounded by the hundreds of million 

years’ old rainforest. 

• Kayaking Trail: 5 KM return 

• Duration: 3 hours approximately 

• Fitness level require: average 

• Recommended Attire: Advisable to wear dry fit clothes including 
long sleeve shirts, long pants, swimwear , wet shoes, hats, good 
sun protection and rain coat. 

• Ensure to have a waterproof bag for camera and phone 

 

TNRP BIRDWALK 

 

 
 

 

Considered to be one of the most important IBA (Important Bird and 
Biodiversity Area) site in the southern part of peninsular Malaysia for the 
international conservation of bird populations, Rompin State Park is 
home to 253 species of birds! The richness of the flora available in the 
park has attracted bird species to call this place home and is capable of 
sustaining the variety of bird life. 
This activity is not just for bird enthusiasts, but for beginners too who 
want to dive into the world of birds and to get more knowledge about 
them. You may start your bird watching through the road to TNR along 
the paddy field first where you may spot Asian Openbill, Black-winged 
Kite and Lesser Adjutant that is listed as vulnerable in IUCN Red List. Upon 
your arrival, continue your exciting birdwatching in search for rainforest 
birds within TNR and we highly recommend you to have an overnight stay 
to begin with early birding the next day. Buff-rumped Woodpecker, 
Scarlett-rumped Trogon, Black-and-red Broadbill and Oriental Dwarf 
Kingfisher are among the birds that you may see within TNR. 

• Trail: Within Taman Negeri Rompin park and some trail 

• Duration: 3 hours approximately 

• Fitness level require: Easy to average (requires some walking and 
high patience level in search for the birds) 

• Recommended Attire: Advisable to wear leech socks, long sleeve 
shirts, long pants , trekking shoes, hats, good sun protection and 
rain coat. 

• Guest are encourage to bring their own binocular 
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TNRP JERAM PANJANG TREKKING 

 

 
 

 

A shorter walk in the jungle, Jeram Panjang trail is the option for those 
who want to have a leisure experience in the rainforest. This easy to 
intermediate 3.6 kilometer two way trail takes you to another wonder of 
Rompin State Park, to get a taste of our national treasure. Along the trail, 
the nature guide will share his knowledge about the herbs found within 
the rainforest, herbs that were once used by the people before us as well 
as introducing you to the wildlife spotted along the trail such as Cream-
colored Giant Squirrel, one of the largest squirrel in South-East Asia! This 
trail is well known by the locals to be the path for a herd of Asian 
Elephants as a part of their long journey cycle in search for food and you 
may encounter the traces of them, the giants of the forest! At the end of 
the trail, you will stop by at the beautiful rapid stream. Do not miss the 
opportunity to get pictures of the memorable experience before heading 
back to Base Camp. 

• Trail: 3.5 KM 

• Duration: 2 hours approximately 

• Fitness level require: easy to average 

• Recommended Attire: Advisable to wear leech socks, long sleeve 
shirts, long pants, hats, good sun protection and rain coat. 

• A shorter walk in the jungle, Jeram Panjang trail is the option for 
those who want to have a leisure experience in the rainforest. 

 

TNRP LUBUK SIKU TREKKING 

 

 
 

 
 

Recommended to visitors of Taman Negeri Rompin who prefer a longer 
walking distance in the vast rainforest, this 6.1 kilometer two way 
interesting guided walk takes you closer to millions of years old rainforest 
of Endau-Rompin, which is known to be one of the oldest rainforest in 
the world.Our experienced nature guide will share the knowledge about 
the flora and fauna of the forest and discover traces of wildlife that are 
found here such as the traces of endangered Malayan Tapir, evidence of 
their existence. This enjoyable trail will soon lead you to a relaxing sandy 
river where you may see a magnificent view of up to hundreds of fish 
swimming in a school together protecting themselves from predators. 
Enjoy the rainforest to the fullest before heading back to the Base Camp. 

• Trail: 6.1 KM 

• Duration: 3 hours approximately 

• Fitness level require: average with hilly terrain and some 
gradient 

• Recommended Attire: Advisable to wear leech socks, long sleeve 
shirts, long pants, hats, good sun protection and rain coat. 

• This trail is recommended to visitors who prefer longer walking 
distance in the rainforest. 
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TNRP PADANG TUJUH HIKING 

 

 
 

 

Padang Tujuh is a unique and magical place to explore because of its 
different types of vegetation. This journey will take you awed into the 
wonder of Endau-Rompin, with three different views of forest to 
experience. The first part of the hike, take you through the dense 
dipterocarp forests with gigantic trees to look at such as Pokok Kapur ( 
Dryobalanops aromatica ) that can grow up to 60 meters high followed 
by the mystical view of the garden of palm as far as eyes can see, 
dominated by Livistona endauensis, a species endemic to Peninsular 
Malaysia. Upon our arrival at the top, you will be mesmerized by a 
completely different vegetation with a lot of pitcher plants and orchids 
from various species affected by different soil composition. Take your 
time to truly enjoy the beautiful view of Padang 7, have a relaxing time 
at the hut provided listening to nature before heading back to our first 
point. 

• Trail: 3.5 KM 

• Duration: 4 hours approximately 

• Fitness level require: average to difficult with hilly terrain and 
some gradients 

• Recommended Attire: Advisable to wear leech socks, long sleeve 
shirts, long pants, hats, good sun protection and rain coat. 

• A trail that will lead you to different types of forest due to the 
soil vegetation which is rarely to be seen. The trail is hilly with 
some gradients that are slightly steep going upwards which is 
suitable for hikers who love adventures as it requires above 
average fitness level. 

 

TNRP SUNGAI KERNAM FOREST THERAPY 

 

 
 

 
 

Open your senses through partnership with nature, experiencing Forest 
Therapy to enhance nature connection and encouraging mutual benefits 
of human and nature. The atmosphere of the forest of Taman Negeri 
Rompin, a part of the bigger Endau-Rompin forest complex, provides 
relaxation and uplift your mood. See, touch, smell and feel the present-
moment of the natural environment and breakaway from devices, 
worries and stress that dominate your daily life. This guided 5.8 kilometre 
forest therapy trail will soon take you to a fresh crystal clear river of 
Sungai Kernam, a place for you to take a bath and rejuvenate your body 
and also be part of nature. 

• Trail: 5.8 KM 

• Duration: 4 hours approximately 

• Fitness level require: average 

• Recommended Attire: Advisable to wear leech socks, long sleeve 
shirts, long pants, hats, good sun protection and rain coat. 
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FLORA & FAUNA OF TAMAN NEGERI ROMPIN 

 

 
Banded Kingfisher (male) 

 

 
Lesser mousedeer 

 

 
Banded Langur 

 

 
Cream-coloured Giant Squirrel 

 

 
Sunda Flying Lemur 

 

 
Whiskered Tree Swift 
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Barringtonia sp.  

 

 
Peacock Fern 

 

 
Millipede 

 

 
Huntsman Spider 

 

 
Damselfly 

 

 
Dusky Langur 
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Buff-rumped woodpecker 

 

 
Greater Racquet-tailed Drongo 

 

 
Fivebar Swordtail Butterfly 

 

 
Golden-spotted Tiger Beetle 

 

 
Black Hornbill 

 

 
Pitchers Plant 

 


